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It is ever vexing to invoke modernity in Chinese art, as we

This neatly polarized situation did not last long. The

are never entire!} sure what it is. The confusion arises not

initial modernizing clamor of the igios evolved in the late

so much from the legion of rival definitions — though

19205 and the early 19305 into situations far too complex to

certainly they have clouded the matter — as from a histor-

be described purely in clear-cut polarities. It is beyond the

ical complexity underlying modernist aspirations in Chi-

scope of this essay to offer a definition of Chinese mod-

nese art. Shifting contexts and frames of reference further

ernism in art (leaving aside the question whether that is

complicate the matter.' If we follow the general under-

even feasible). Instead, it focuses on one area where the

standing of modernism as a radical mutiny around the

terms "traditionalism" and "modernism," "East" and "West,"

beginning of the twentieth century against the authority

"radicalism" and "conservatism" tend to converge or col-

of tradition, we find that Western modernists and their

lide, an area that well demonstrates the historical com-

Chinese counterparts were confronted by different tradi-

plexity underlying Chinese modernist aspirations. If this

tions, and hence also different tasks. Kuropean modern-

narrative does not result in a neat ordering of the entan-

ism broke away from mimetic illnsionism by constructing

gled problems, it may at least lead to, following T.J. Clark,

a Utopian purism of subjectivity and sensation.' Reform-

either "a thickening or thinning" of some kind of pattern

ers of Chinese art, however, faced a different burden of tra-

that underlies the modernist situation in Chinese art.'

dition. The primacy of spiritual vision and anti-illusionism

That area of focus is "sketch conceptualism" (xieyi),

that European modernism was working hard to create was

a pictorial genre and mode of execution that can be traced

precisely the burden of the literati tradition that modern-

back to the thirteenth century or earlier, depending on

minded Chinese radicals were trying to unload. In fact,

how we frame our narrative. 6 In its traditional usage, this

the Academic Realism that was an anathema to Kuropean

term implies an underlying assumption that such painting

modernism was at one point envisioned by some leading

serves only as a means — by way of highly abbreviated,

radical reformers as the needed corrective to what was per-

sketchy forms — to evoke conceptual overtones and spiri-

ceived as the moribund tradition of Chinese painting.

tual resonance beyond tangible formal properties. 'lb this

One's traditionalism is another's modernism. 1 This led to

end, a cultivated amateurism, suggestive of a scholarly or

a curious historical paradox: apologies for traditional Chi-

"writerly" (i.e. literati) taste, is favored over professional

nese l i t e r a l ] p a i n t i n g olteii justified its relevance to mod-

craftsmanship with its painterly interest in verisimilitude.

ern times on the ground of its spiritual affinity—its

Economy of execution is favored over detailed and tex-

intensely subjective orientation and determined renuncia-

tured refinement. The articulation of this ideal or aspira-

tion of verisimilitude — with Kuropean post-Impression-

tion enabled scholar-amateurs over time to appropriate

ism, Cubism, Futurism, and Expressionism.

painting as a scholarly pursuit. It also justified lesser
efforts — t h e irresponsible splashy throwaways — to mas-
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queradc as respectable works of the "spirit." In the early

scholarship was temporarily discontinued, Xu took up resi-

twentieth century, sketch conceptual ism became the flash

dence for half a year in Berlin, where the cost of living was

point in the debate between reformists and traditionalists.

then significantly lower. Ever hard-working, Xu spent time

Radical reformers held that the codification of brushwork

at the Berlin zoo, honing his skills by sketching and draw-

at the expense of modeling led to a diminution of creativ-

ing lions. The drawing in question is among his copious

ity and the consequent degeneration of Chinese painting

exercises.

in late imperial times. Enlightened "traditionalists," on

Strikingly, the two sides of this sheet correspond to the

the other hand, saw sketch conceptualism as a point of

two contending viewpoints on Chinese painting, and epit-

contact between time-honored Chinese literati painting

omize the tension within Chinese art circles concerning

and Western modernism, and hence argued against its

what was to be done with traditional sketch conceptual-

rejection or the radical "modcrnizaton" of Chinese paint-

ism. Apparent!}, Chang had meant his painting as a gift

ing. For many young Chinese artists, sketch conceptual-

and a token of friendship. Xu's decision to recycle a fellow

ism was the aspect of Chinese tradition that they were most

artist's painting may point to the depth of his financial em-

able to capitalize on and explore in their attempts to ap-

barrassment; no sheet of paper was to be wasted. However,

propriate or internalize European modernist models. It

the decision also registers his attitude: the painting was no

was also where demarcations between "traditionalism"

more than scrap paper to be recycled. In other words, Xu

and "modernism" were most likely to founder and unravel.

did not think much of Chang's effort and could just as well
have disposed of it.

Xu and Chang: Two Sides of the Same Sheet
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Xn Beihong's act should be viewed against the larger
historical backdrop. The artist's formative years coincided

This dichotomy was literally illustrated by two artists in a

with one of the most volatile periods in modern Chinese

rare historical document of the early igzos. On the front

history. He was right in its vortex. In 1915 Xu, a provincial

of this single sheet is a flower painting (fig. i), dated 1921,

from Yixing, Jiangsn Province, had arrived in Shanghai to

an example of traditional Chinese ink-and-color sketch

pursue a career as a painter. After a period of poverty, frus-

conceptualism by Chang Yu (1901-1966), an artist from

tration, and despair that nearly drove him to suicide, a

Sichuan who went to Paris around 1920 to study art. On

turning point came in 1916. Xn answered an advertisement

the back is a drawing of lions (fig. 2) by Xu Bcihong

from the Hartung Garden, a wealthy Jewish estate in

(1895-1953), an artist who would become one of the key

Shanghai, calling for a picture of Cangjie, the primordial

forces in shaping the contour of twentieth-century Chi-

deity who in Chinese myth had invented writing. Xn's

nese art. Xu arrived in Paris in 1919 with his wife, Jiang

painting, a giant with "four eyes radiating divine light," was

Biwei, on a government scholarship. In 1921, when the

chosen. He was subsequently invited to be the resident

1 Chang Yu (1901-1966), Peony, 1921.
Ink and color on paper, 23 5/s x 17 !4 in.
(60 x 45.8 cm). Private collection
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tutor and professor of fine arts at an institute attached to

historical stance. In 1918X11 went to Beijing, where he met

the Hartung Garden, the University of the Sage Cangjie

Cai Yuanpci (1868-1940), president of Beijing University,

and Enlightenment (Cangsheng Ming/hi Daxne), where

who appointed him a tutor in the university's Society of

members of the cultural elite such as Kang Youwei (1858—

Research on Pictorial Method.

1927) and Wang Guoxx-ei (1877-1927) were frequently

Thus, in a few short years, Xn's career path intersected

invited to lecture. Xu came under Kang's tutelage. In the

the lives of two of the leading radical thinkers in modern

course of viewing art and practicing calligraphy under his

Chinese history. Kang Youwei, a noted political reformer,

guidance, Xu \\-as to acquire his mentor's radical art-

held that Chinese literati painting, with its preference for
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2 Xu Bciliong (1895-1953), Lions, ca.
1922. Charcoal on paper. Reverse side of
figure i. Chang Yu, /Voiiy, 1921. Pri\-ale
collection
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craftsmanship,

hong, however, was a painter, and a serious one. His own

was responsible for the decline of Chinese pictorial art,

upbringing, while by no means revolutionary, prepared

which Kang thought paled in comparison w i t h Western

him well for such a radical challenge to traditional literati

art. His solution was to return to the realistic style of the

painting.

sketch conceptualism over professional

art of the Tang dynasty (618-907)^ Cai Yuanpei reached

Xu Beihong was steeped in a family artistic tradition

the same conclusion from another route. Compared with

with a penchant for verisimilitude. His father, Xu Da-

Western art, Cai argued, Chinese art emphasized con-

/hang (1867-1914), specialized in portraits. A painting by

ception and copying rather than the depiction of actual

Xu Da/hang portraying himself and his son (fig. 3), with

external appearance. He considered Western painting

its realistic treatment of the sitters' faces, continues the

more advanced by virtue of its affinity with science. 'Ib

late-Ming tradition of European-influenced portraiture

modernize Chinese art required, according to Cai, the

practiced by Zheng Jin (1568-1650) and others. Until Xu

infusion of a "scientific" spirit by way of verisimilitude. 1 '

Beihong's time, such portraits were held in low esteem, re-

('ndcrlying both of these men's radical views was the

garded as mere craftsmanship when compared w i t h the

conviction that historical progress was propelled by ad-

literati tradition of sketch conceptualism. Xu learned this

vances in science and technology. Western realism, with

art from his father, beginning at age ten. He copied daily

its linear perspective and illusionist devices, was seen as

the printed images of the popular Shanghai illustrator Wu

technologically more advanced. For Kang and Cai, the

Youru (d. 1893).

traditional ideals of quietude, ercmitism, and self-cultiva-

painting enabled him to embrace the reformist challenge

tion evoked by sketch-conceptualist painting appeared in-

to traditional literati painting. Unlike Kang Youwei and

creasingly out of sync with the emotional needs of modern

Cai Yuanpei, he was able to embody ^he radical viewpoint

Chinese intellectuals. The pictorial mood of understate-

in pictorial practice. We can imagine the excitement of

Xu's training in this realistic mode of

ment, restraint, and effeminate fragility conveyed through

this twenty-three-year-old as he joined the exalted ranks of

such paintings seemed incongruous at a time when China

Beijing University's Painting Society, among them the

was reeling from repeated humiliating defeats dealt by for-

much-revered Chen Hengke (Chen Shizeng, 1876-1923).

eign powers and when the rallying call was for national

Moreover, he had the audacity to address, if not dress

self-strengthening.

clown, his gray-haired fellow tutors in his lecture "On Ways

These radical voices combined to inform Xu Bci-

of Reforming Chinese Art." He blasted the current state of

hong's views on Chinese art. But none of these thinkers

Chinese painting as a "ruin" and a "disgrace and shame."

ever took up brush to paint. Despite their prominence in

He deplored the smug self-complacency of Chinese

intellectual circles, it is not clear to what extent their rad-

painters and their blindness to Western painting, and

ical views influenced the painters of their day. Xu Bci-

called for "uttermost verisimilitude" as the solution todii-
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nese painting's present dismal situation." When be was
given the opportunity to go to Paris to study European art
on a government scholarship, be went witli a strong sense
of mission.
By the time Xu Beihoug arrived in Paris in May 1919,
tlie art world there bad undergone a fundamental change.
The French academic- standard that had dictated artisticpractice and regulated pictorial taste had been all but
completely eroded, replaced by "a welter of conflicting
artistic styles and philosophical obligations." 12 Intent on
resuscitating what he and his radical contemporaries saw
as the degenerated and moribund state of Chinese painting, Xn seems to have been unfa/.ed by the modernist bu/./
in the Parisian air. A year after arriving in Paris, he passed
the rigorous entrance examination to the Kcole cles BeauxArts, a stronghold of academic tradition.' 1 He also apprenticed himself to Pascal Dagnan-Bouveret (1852-1929),
student of Corot, whose kind of art was largely passe.
Like Xu, Chang Yu also received his early painting
lessons from his father, starting at the age of twelve. Again
like Xu, he bad traveled to Japan before going to Paris.
Chang, however, had grown up in a well-to-do family, and
had not suffered the kind of maddening poverty that had
afflicted Xn in his youth. This no doubt contributed to the
fundamental difference between the two. While Xu's
involvement with art always had a sense of urgency to it —
either as a means of survival or as the fulfillment of a historical mission — for Chang, art was simply a way of life.
Chang Yu arrived in Paris a year after Xu Beihong,
and the city meant different things to him. To Xn, Paris
embodied a massive and solid artistic legacy that he in-
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3 Xu Da/.liang (1867-1914), Portrait of
\it Dazhanv with \u Keihonv, 1905. Xu
Beiliong Memorial Library,
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tended to appropriate as a force for changing the direction

art? A pledge of the bond between two Chinese compa-

of Chinese art. To Chang, the city offered a liberating,

triots? Or a veiled signal of flirtation with Jiang Biwei, Xu's

Bohemian lifestyle and a place for self-discovery and fulfill-

coquettish and often neglected wife? The immediate cir-

ment. His temperament made it easy for him to quickly

cumstances and motivation elude us. But the work con-

imbibe the modernist ethos of the avant-garde art world,

veys Chang's conviction — one that Xu Beihong certainly

just as he was repelled by the idea of studying at the Ecole

did not share — that a flower painting in the Chinese ink-

des Beaux-Arts. When Pang Xunqin, a fellow Chinese ex-

and-color mode of sketch conceptualism was not out of

patriate, who was considering studying at the Ecole,

place in 19205 Paris.' This is all the more remarkable con-

sought Chang Yu's advice, he was taken aback by Chang's

sidering Chang's embrace of Matisse and other modernist

vehement dismissal of the institution. Chang's allegiance

trends in Paris. Could it be that Chang Yn sensed some

was to a private art studio known as the Academic de la

kind of an affinity, or some relevance in mood or spirit, be-

Craudc Chaumiere, located in the heart of Montpamasse.

tween certain strains in contemporary European mod-

Founded in 1902 and directed by artists such as Bourdelle,

ernism and traditional Chinese sketch conceptualism?

/adkinc, and Othon Friez, 1 ' the studio maintained a re-

Why would Chang Yn, knowing Xu's realist pre-

laxed, freewheeling atmosphere. The atelier held more

ferences, give him such a painting, unless he meant it as

than a hundred people seated in four rows, and anyone

a gesture of persuasion? The two artists must have ex-

paying the negligible entrance fee was allowed to sketch

changed their views on art: Xu would most likely have

the model.16 While others used charcoal to sketch, Chang

attributed the perceived degeneration of Chinese art to

would at times use Chinese brush and ink, drawing ad-

the tradition of sketch conceptualism, and rave about

miring crowds. Instead of sketching the model on stage,

Delacroix and others as the modernizing remedy, w h i l e

he often drew his fellow painters. Verisimilitude was never

Chang would have insisted on the affinity of Chinese

his concern. Regardless of the gender and age of his "sit-

sketch conceptualism with the vision of a Matisse.

ters," he invariably gave them a corpulent female body. No

The difference between Chang Yu's ink-and-color

one found this offensive; such whims were to be indulged

sketch of a peony and Xu Beihong's academic drawing of

in the Grande Chaumiere. Chang also found the open

lions is not a matter of technical skill or talent. Xu could

environment of the Montpartnasse cafes accommodating

just as well have done an ink-and-color work in the sketch-

for his capricious art practice.

conceptual mode. The tact that lie did not do so si lows that

We do not know why Chang Yu painted in Paris a

it was his intention to throw out that baggage. Chang Yu

peony in the traditional Chinese ink-and-color sketch-

apparently thought otherwise. In any case, the two differ-

conceptual method and gave it to Xu Beihong as a gift.

ent draw ing modes encapsulate the two divergent convic-

Was it a showy testimony to his early training in Chinese

tions among Chinese art students in Paris at the time.

Eugene Y. Wang
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According to one French critic's assessment, in reviewing

strong the desire for originality. Matisse, for example, had

a Chinese art exhibition in Strasbourg in 1924, Chinese

sought inspiration in Oriental carpets and other exotic

artists in France were divided into two groups: the Associ-

sources, in so far as they posed a viable alternative to the

ation des Artistes chinois en France and the Soeietc chi-

Fnropean tradition. This new interest in Fastern traditions

noise des Arts decoratifs a Paris. ls The former pledged

may explain the massive upsurge of interest among Fnro-

allegiance to "chefs-d'oeuvre europecns," while the latter

pean scholars in ancient Chinese art in the early twenti-

was committed to the Chinese pictorial tradition. This

eth century.

juxtaposition of the two groups, as Craig Chinas has de-

their French mentors to value their own artistic tradition. 21

monstrated in a recent study, is somewhat misleading. The

Such exhortations prompted Lin Fengmian (1900-1991)

followers of the Fnropean tradition exhibited works on silk

to frequent the Oriental Museum and Oriental Ceramic

with titles like "Prinrcmps plnviex" and "Idee antique,"

Museum in Paris. In any case, the quest for novelty in the

while the supposedly Chinese "traditionalists" exhibited

Furopean modernist movement meant that Chinese art

an embroidery entitled "Portrait de M. Clemenceau."1''

students in Fnrope could draw upon traditional Chinese

Kxcept for Xu Beihong (during his Paris years at least) and

art to achieve that effect.

Some Chinese art students were told by

a few others whose break from Chinese tradition appears

There are close parallels between the works of some

resolute and uncompromising, there was a general ten-

Western modernists, such as Matisse, and traditional Chi-

dency among Chinese art students in France to explore

nese sketch conceptualism. Both tend toward simplifi-

ways of integrating Furopcan modernism and Chinese

cation and abstraction, both accentuate curvilinear flat-

tradition.

ness, and both renounce any interest in verisimilitude.

The general atmosphere in the Parisian art world en-

Furthermore, the languid, loose, and seemingly effortless

couraged such efforts. Chinese art students, like those

quality of Chinese sketch conceptualism harmonizes with

from other countries, found themselves thrown into ex-

the free-spirited Furopean modernist temperament. iNonc

citement and confusion. They had come with the pre-

of this seems to have been lost on Chang Yu. He insisted

conceived notion of European art as a codified set of skills.

on using Chinese ink and brush to do his sketches in the

Instead, they found themselves in a bewildering arena

Grande Chaumiere. His paintings slum a growing ten-

where rules were challenged and broken in an atmosphere

dency toward simplification that borders on minimalism.

that encouraged freedom and the exploration of new pos-

'"Ib simplify, and again simplify," is one of the few artistic-

sibilities. Their modernist mentors urged them to disen-

dictates he left us.22 For Chang Yn, unlike Xu Beihong,

gage themselves from all entrenched models and find a

verisimilitude was never a preoccupation. His sketches in

unique "self." But the pictorial construction of a stylistic

the atelier setting were deliberately "deconstructive," as

"self" lias to relv on some sort of a schema, no matter how

[jointed out above.
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The Two Xus Debate and Two Views of Modernity

such a rigid dichotomy might be too limiting, he acknowledged that the greatest artists often transcended this

Xii Beiliong first returned to China in 1926, landing in

division. He cited Dagnan-Bouvcret, his French mentor,

Shanghai, and was an instant celebrity. Newspaper re-

as the model of reaching the state of conceptualism by way

porters clogged him, and interviews with him and lectures

of initial master)' of realism. Xu further pointed out the

by him were aired on the radio or instantly printed in the

dialectical relationship between these opposed categories:

newspapers. Xu seems to have thrived on this notoriety. If

realism is never devoid of a conceptual framework; and

he had been bold in his attacks on the Chinese literati tra-

conceptualism cannot be sustained without some kind of

dition before his departure for Paris, he now became even

representational quality.' 1 While theoretically granting

more confident in pronouncing his judgments on art.

equal validity to the two categories, Xn warned against pre-

Eight years of immersion in the European art world had

tensions to and the potential abuse of conceptualism. 26

provided him with a solid basis for making well-informed

His examples of the latter include Furopean modernism

comparisons.

as exemplified by Cezanne, Matisse, and others.

Though he deplored the ineffectiveness of the Chi-

Xu Beiliong s assessment of Furopean art in terms of

nese language in describing and communicating various

realism versus conceptualism is only a prelude to his rad-

subtleties of aesthetic quality,' 1 he nevertheless continued

ical revision of Chinese art-historical orthodoxy. He main-

to use some traditional Chinese art-historical terms in his

tained that a similar dichotomy existed in traditional

discussions of contemporary art, probably to make his

Chinese art: gonghi (crafted depiction) versus xieyi (con-

views more accessible to his Chinese audience. The terms

ceptual depiction), terms that largely correspond to his

he used most frequently were the antonyms xienhi (realis-

realism/conceptualism scheme. While, in Chinese art dis-

tic depiction) and xieyi (conceptual depiction, or sketch

course, "crafted depiction" and "conceptual depiction"

conceptualism). The art of the world, said Xu, may be

generally pertain to two distinct modes of execution, they

diverse, including Classicism, Romanticism, Impression-

are often correlated with two distinct pictorial traditions,

ism, post-Impressionism, Cubism, Futurism, and so on,

namely the courtly and the literati. It was Dong Qichang

but these movements fall largely into two categories, xieshi

(1555-1636), the seventeenth-century arbiter of taste, who

and xieyi, "realism" and "conceptualism." Realism em-

codified this bifurcation of Chinese painting. Following

phasizes images and objects, while conceptualism con-

the formulations of Chan Buddhism, Dong divided the

cerns itself with mental states and emotions. Realism

traditional corpus of Chinese painting into Northern and

stems from close observation; conceptualism thrives on

Southern schools, the former characterized by profes-

sensation. Xu cited Rodin as the epitome of realism and

sional craftsmanship and realist virtuosity, and the latter by

Chavannc as the paragon of conceptualism. Wary that

a conceptual approach that valued self-cultivation and

Eugene Y. Wang
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disdained technical virtuosity and interest in verisimili-

a modern establishment, the school offered courses in lit-

tude. This value-laden bifurcation had a profound impact

erature, drama, and painting, with Xu in charge of the last.

on taste, so that by Dong's time even professional painters

An advertisement declared the school's intention to be "the

had to affect an amateurish style in order to measure up to

pioneer of the new age." It also claimed that the founders

the perceived high standards.

of the school were "all of the Bohemian class," with the

Xu Beihong wanted to reverse this entrenched hier-

word "Bohemian" printed in French: "Bohemienne."'2The

archy. The Northern school, he pontificated, with its

founders listed included Xu Zhimo (1896-1931), Yu Dafu

"endless resourcefulness" and "overwhelming magnitude

(1896—1945), OuyangYuqian (1889-1962), and other young

and strength" manifested in its "crafted depiction," far

cultural elite of Shanghai who certainly qualified for the

excelled and overshadowed the Southern school, whose

epithet "modernists."

"elegant small pieces are sufficient to please but are not

At the time, Xu embodied modernity, which in

able to inspire awe."" Furthermore, Xu's aversion to ink-

Shanghai consisted primarily of advocating Westerniza-

splashing masquerading as conceptualism is apparent:

tion. As someone who had lived in Europe for eight years,

"What is so special about [works by] those who only know

Xu had firsthand experience of what was "modern." He

how to flip their brushes and dash their ink, daubing in

was also part of the "enlightenment industry"" through

random abandon without a governing principle?" 2 *
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his association with modern-minded intellectuals such as

Notwithstanding his pronouncements on the value of

Tian I Ian and Xu Zhimo (with whom he was soon to fall

craftsmanly painting, Xu initially assumed a "modernist"

out). His works appeared in journals and magazines, such

stance in the Chinese context. Soon after he returned to

as Young Companions, which projected the kind of chic

China permanently, in September 1927, Xu established a

urban glamour that contributed to the cultural imaginary

close association with Tian Han (1898-1968), a dramatist

of modernity in Shanghai around 1930.^

of modernist proclivity who was an admirer of Baudelaire 2 ''

However, Xu's modernist role did not extend to his

and an explorer of "sub-consciousness." Tian was the editor

fundamental vocation — painting. In the late igios, even

of a supplement of the Central Daily newspaper, titled

before his departure for Paris, he had spoken out against

Modeng, a Chinese transliteration of the Knglish "Mod-

the moribund state of the Chinese pictorial tradition and

ern," and Xu designed the letterhead for it.'" Xu also pub-

called for the introduction of European realism as a path

lished his writings in the supplement, including a rather

to reform and modernization. Returning to China in the

dashing "Pour Chapters of Revolutionary Lyrics" in the in-

late 19205, he faced an audience that had already been ex-

augural issue.1' In early 1928, at the invitation of Tian Han,

posed to European culture, including the latest trends in

Xu was involved in the establishment of an art school, the

the art world. The choice was no longer between a Chi-

South China Art Academy (Nanguoyz's/ius/ie). Intended as

nese art that was stagnant and backward and a "scicntifi-
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cally advanced" Western art. It was between pre-twentieth-

tried, unsuccessfully, to coax him into cooperating. A de-

century European art and even thing that came after post-

bate between the two erupted when Xu Btihong made

[mpressionism.

public his aversion to European modernist strains repre-

Witli his deep attachment to pre-twentieth-century

sented by Cezanne, Matisse, and Bonnard. In his view, the

Kuropean art, and realism in particular, Xu now found

European "psyche" had been warped since World War I,

himself in the "Paris of the Orient," where the creative

and the "dignity" of European art epitomized by Leonardo

buzz was hardly a beat behind that of its namesake. Few

da Vinci had been "eroded," having fallen prey to fadish-

of his fellow artists — many of whom had just returned

ness and market manipulation by dealers. Xu believed that

from Paris or other parts of Europe and Japan — shared his

the current hankering after novelty was simply the result

pictorial taste. If he had been able to avoid modernism in

of having ingested so many delicacies that the appetite

Paris, he was no longer able to do so in Shanghai, a city

craved a momentary change. He thereby proclaimed

taken with anything "new," and where he was supposed to

Manet "mediocre," Renoir "vulgar," Cezanne "flippant,"

represent the latest Parisian trends. His recently acquired

and Matisse "low." Denying his anti-modernist stance, he

European art skills indeed put him in a position to inject

acknowledged Rodin, Carrierre, Monet, and Besnard as

new spirit into the Chinese art world. Yet, he soon found

"giants among the new school," but dismissed those artists

himself playing a role opposite to that which might be expected of a reformer.

who could easily churn out two works a day. To Xu Bei-

In January 1929, Xu Beihong was nominated a member of the standing committee of the first National Ex-

capabilities.* In other words, technical virtuosity remained

hibition of Chinese Art, sponsored by the Nationalist

Xu Zhimo's defense focused on Cezanne. In spite —

government.'' Xu Zhimo, his former colleague at South

or maybe because — of his immersion in Western roman-

China Art Academy and a romantic poet who had studied

ticism, Xu Zhimo's language is squarely couched in

in the United States and at Cambridge, was the editor of

idioms from traditional Chinese literati discourse:

hong, artistic greatness meant something beyond his own
his ultimate criterion of quality.

the journal, Meizhan (Art Exhibition), that accompanied
the exhibition. The two Xus (who were not related) were

In the history of modem painting, there are those [painters] who

soon to engage in a public debate about the relevance of

have the character of aloofness, willing to remain indifferent to

European post-Impressionism to China. The exhibition

worldly success, completely independent of the madding crowd,

opened on April 10 in the Xinpuyu Auditorium in Shanghai, and from the outset was ominously tension-ridden.

whose lifelong commitment is to realize their distinct personal

Protesting that the exhibition was being hijacked by "for-

wants to convey his personal feeling, to arrange "the architecture

malists," Xu Beihong withdrew his paintings. 1 Xu Zhimo

of color," and fulfill his irrepressible desire to represent "the

"transcendent realm" (jingjie). Cezanne is one of them... He

Eugene Y. Wong
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experience of personal sensibility" (xingling, or lingxing). Can
we think of an artist more devoted to a pure art?^

Chang Yti's artistic career in Paris had taken, off by this
time. His works were exhibited at the Salon d'Automne in
1925, and in 1929 the art collector Henri-Pierre Roche,

In this debate, it was Xu Beihong, the radical and harsh

who brought Picasso and the Steins together, 42 recognized

critic of the Chinese literati tradition, who adopted a hard-

Chang Yu's talent and purchased his works. Between 1931

ened "traditionalist" view of Western art, while Xu Zhiino,

and 1932, his works were exhibited at various Parisian gal-

the defender of European modernism, adopted the lan-

leries, including Editions Bonaparte, Galerie van Ojieu,

guage of a traditional Chinese literati. Xu Zhimo's char-

Salon des Independants, and Salon des Tuileries. Be-

acterization of Cezanne could just as well have been

tween 1932 and 1934, several galleries in Holland, among

applied to Dong Qichang.

them J.H. de Bois, in Haarlem, and Galerie van Lier, in
Amsterdam, showed his art. He was listed in the Diction-

Chang Yu as the Projected Participant in the
Two Xus Debate
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naire hiographique des artistes contemporaine 1910—1930,
published in 1932.
During this period, Chang Yu's pictorial subjects con-

The issues in the debate between Xu Beihong and Xu

sisted primarily of female nudes and still lifes of flowers.

Zhiino parallel the issues that divided Xu Beihong and

The minimalist tendency in his work was already evident.

Chang Yu. Xu Zhiino visited Paris in the early 19205 and

Linear economy and minimal detail seem to have been

revisited Europe in 1925 and 1928, where he and Chang

his overriding pictorial concerns. To this end, he used Chi-

Yu became good friends. Writing to Liu Haisu (1896-

nese ink and brush to outline the contours of his figures.

1994), who was in Paris at the time of the two Xus debate,

He then applied touches of charcoal and watercolor to

Xu Zliirno continued to make inquiries after Chang Yu.

give a suggestion of shading and volume (fig. 4). While

He enclosed a copy of the open letters he had exchanged

these sketches might suffice in their own right as Chinese-

with Xu Beihong for Liu to circulate among Chinese art

style conceptual depictions, Chang Yu would sometimes

students in Paris, in hopes of enlisting their support since

translate them into oil paintings (see fig. 9). As this

their intimate knowledge of the European art world

medium is not the optimum vehicle for such linear draw-

would add credence to his defense of modernism. 40

ings, his sketches were probably intended merely as

Chang Yu was most likely to be among his allies. Al-

preparatory exercises for larger works to be executed in oil

though rarely given to pronouncements on art, Chang

on canvas. Clearly, the formal concerns apparent in these

supplied Xu Zhimo with ammunition. He sent him a

sketches are carried over to the oil paintings. Pink Nude

painting of a female nude, causing Xu to marvel at her

(fig. 5), painted in 1929, for example, may be based on the

"cosmic legs."41

undated sketch shown in figure 4. Both works present a
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4 Chang Yu (1901-1966), \\oman Reposing. Ink and charcoal on paper

5 Chang Yn (1901-1966), Pink \ude.
1929. Oil on canvas, 17 % x 31 7/s in.
(45 x 81 cm). Collection of Wang Ciyong

Eugene Y. Wang

massive reclining female figure viewed from the back and

dream}- subtext to the ethereal female figure. In one sense,

delineated in contours reinforced with a faint touch of

the bod}- is abstracted into a landscape, while in another,

pink shading. In the oil painting, the emptied-out mass of

it pictorializes a feeling or a mood: we are such stuff as

the figure is set against a scarlet background, creating a

dreams are made of, and our little life is rounded with a

paradoxical effect of massive volume with dreamlike and

sleep. Chang Yu has dematerialized the massive bod}-, giv-

ethereal overtones.
The same minimalist approach brings Chang's Nude
in Geometric Shape (fig. 6), from this same period, to a new
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ing it a weightless quality, while its diagonally elongated
form gives the impression of upward movement, as if about
to drift away or melt into thin air.

height of suggestiveness. Here the female bod} is reduced

It is not necessary to engage in an iconographic analy-

to an abstract shape, its identity suggested only by its

sis of Chang Yu's works here. Formal concerns are most

creann- color, silhouetted against the more deeply colored

likeK his primary preoccupation. Paintings such as Nude

background. The otherwise flat and blank bod}' comes

in Geometric Shape ma}- be seen as evidence of Chang tak-

alive by virtue of its warm hue against the cool background

ing cues from Matisse and others. He may indeed have

tone. A tiny dark triangle of the background color at the

shared the same pictorial interests underlying some of Ma-

lower part of the bod} is suggestive of the figure's crossed

tisse's works, such as Ixirette Reclining (fig. 7), namely, the

legs, but the absence of anatomical details leaves it to the

interplay between volume and flat decorative patterns and

viewer to figure out exactly how the legs are positioned.

its resulting visual effect. But Chang is more of a mini-

The upper part of the bod}- is even more ambiguous. At

malist, and appears more interested in the effect of blank-

first, it might appear that the upper torso lacks a head, but

ness. "European painting is like a lavish feast where there

then one can discern a languorously posed woman with her

are roasts and fried foods and all kinds of meat," Chang Yu

two arms raised behind her head. This impression is sup-

once said in one of his rare statements on art. "As for my

ported by a patch of a slight!} deeper hue where one would

works, they are like vegetables, fruits, and salads. They can

imagine the head to be. Or perhaps it is just an accidental

help you put aside your usual tastes in painting.'"" He

effect. In any case, the artist seems to delight in these am-

brings to his canvases a sensibility distinct from that of his

biguities that minimalism induces. The dark background,

European contemporaries. While sharing the Parisian in-

w h i c h partially silhouettes the cream} blankness of the

terest in voluptuous sensuality, his paintings have a quieter

body, enlivens the figure. Apparent!} intended to represent

and more meditative quality, evoking a remote otherness,

a patterned piece of fabric, the surface of this dark area is

particular!} as evidenced by Nude in Geometric Shape.

animated by scenes loosely sketched in white —flowers,

It is difficult to formulate the elusive qualities of a sen-

plants, a horse, a pavilion, a boat and shoreline, butterflies,

sibility. Keeping in mind the cultural baggage he carried,

fish — a l l oriental or orientalixing motifs suggesting a

we can place many of Chang's works in the context of

6 Chang Yu (1901-1966), Nude in Geometric Shape. Oil on canvas (?), 31 Vi x
51 '/s in. (80 x 130 cm). Private collection,
Paris
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Chinese sketch conceptualism or conceptual depiction.

using basically three tones of color: simplicism. Some people

There are the unmistakable signs of striving after what

have substituted this, perhaps somewhat inappropriately, with

minimalism may evoke rather than represent, the yearn-

the word "essentialism," which may not he better, hut could allow

ing for what is beyond the images. What the Parisian mod-

critics to differentiate it from other groups of cliques of'isms.

ernist experience does to Chang's Chinese sensibility is to
infuse it with a liberating spirit, provoking an unabashed

Chang Yu was one of the few Chinese artists who

indulgence in fantasies about the sensuality of the body as

chose to stay in Paris to pursue their artistic careers. This

a landscape that sublimates and crystallizes the Parisian bo-

dislocation meant that he could explore possibilities in art

hemian lifestyle. What Chang's Chinese sensibility does

unhampered by the circumstantial pressures faced by his

to his newly acquired Parisian taste is to make it more ethe-

contemporaries in China, a fact that is in itself interesting.

real and "spiritual." These two traditions and contexts

At the same time, he was not entirely irrelevant to the cul-

converge in Chang to produce a distinct kind of concep-

tural landscape of China around 1930. The painting of the

tual depiction. By bringing Chinese sketch conceptualism

"cosmic legs" that he sent to XuZhimo aligned him firmly

to Paris, where it was geographically and culturally dis-

with the latter in the debate between the two Xus. In other

placed but spiritually at home, Chang Yu tested its poten-

words, Chang Yu remained Xu Beihong's opponent, albeit

tial, pushed its limits, and put it in touch with alternative
traditions of conceptual depiction from other cultures.

unwittingly. Xu Beihong apparently grudgingly acknowledged Chang's talent, although he was quick to find faults

This new chapter in the history of Chinese sketch con-

with Chang's art. Reviewing Chang's works in an exhibi-

ceptualism is yet to be acknowledged by scholars in the

tion held in Shanghai in 1927, Xu commented: "There is

field of Chinese art history. In Paris, however, it did not go

a special flavor (qiqu) in the drawings by my friend Chang

unnoticed. European art critics took note of "these subtle

Yu. Regrettably, he pays no attention to construction. His

paintings of pink women and animals alone in a vast dizzy-

works are therefore always slightly flawed." 4 ' Klsewhere,

ing space." Pierre Jeffrey, who reviewed Chang Yu in 1946,

Xu blasted Tsuji, a Paris-based Japanese painter whose

described him as an "inventeur de Tessentialism":

style shows affinity with Chang's:

The curious could ask ifSanyu [Chang Yu] is a Chinese who is

The painter Tsuji, a Japanese living in France, creates nonde-

an artist or an artist who is Chinese. There is no answer to this

script human figures by drawing black lines on a white canvas.

question. The particular gift of this artist is to unite East and

He claims this to be a unique innovation that rivals new trends.

West in his paintings, not in a confused, sacrilegious way, but

Quite smug and self-complacent, he receives an outpouring of

with an elevated awareness where one loses usual points of refer-

blind admiration and a flurry of accolades. Those of like-mind

ence. Sanyu has found one word to describe his minimalist art

and other "also-rans" follow him shamelessly. '

7 Henri Matisse (1869-1954), larette
Reclining, 1916-17. Oil on canvas,
37 y> x 77 !/s in. (95 x 196 cm). Private
collection

Eugene Y. Wang
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Xu's attack may be seen to apply to Chang Yu, whose figure

the experience of practicing ink-brush drawings at Grande

paintings of around 1930 miglit also be described as "non-

Chaumiere. Like Chang, Pang eagerly embraced European

descript human figures drawn in black lines on a white can-

modernism as a free-spirited mode of self-expression. He

vas." While it is futile to speculate about what role Chang

returned to Shanghai in early 1930 to become a leading mod-

Yn would have played in China around this time had he re-

ernist. The Storm Society he co-founded was the most de-

turned there, we can gain some idea of the impact he miglit

voutly avant-garde group of artists in the city.4 In the same-

have had by examining the experiences of two art students

year that Xu /liimo received Chang's painting of the "cos-

— Pang Xuncjin (1906-1985) and Sliao Xuumei (1906-

mic legs," Pang painted its stylistic twin in Shanghai (fig. 8).

1968) — who were closely associated with Chang Yu in Paris

Pang's female nude clearly recalls those of Chang Yu in its

and returned to China. Both settled in Shanghai, the "Paris

crisp curvilinear economy, pristine background, and, above-

of the Orient," as Chang would have done.

all, flaunting of a pair of prominent legs (fig. 9). This may

Pang Xunqin's artistic career bears ChangYu's imprint.

have resulted from their shared experience in Paris or ex-

The two had similar pictorial tastes and attitudes, and shared

changes between the two after Pang returned to China. In

c

1932 Pang invited Chang to join the Storm Society, thereby
making him a correspondent member who could send his
works to Pangand his avant-garde circle.48 Such works would
have been an eyesore to Xu Beihong, who once spoke contemptuously of "female figures with an elongated head and
huge legs" by those "fin-de-siecle artists."4l)
The "cosmic legs" Chang Yu painted, though primarily a modernist pictorial idiom of formal distortion,
nevertheless registered his bohemian lifestyle. Chang Yu's
sketches of women at the Grand Chaumiere were often
exercises in erotic fantasy, as in one case where Chang depicted a seated woman, presented frontally with parted
legs revealing her private parts as the artist imagined and
unabashedly highlighted them (hg. 101. Chang was also
known for teasing his female models. He would invite
them to his studio and then throw their clothes out the
window.

Xu Zhimo and Shao Xunmei shared Chang's

brazen indulgence in sensuality and bohemian hedonism,
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8 Pang Xunqin (1906-1985), Female Nude
Seated in a Cane Chair, 1930-34. Oil on
canvas, 39 Vt x 31 % in. (100 x 81 cm)
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9 Cliang Yu (1901-1966), Seated Nude. Oil
on panel (?), 31 !/z x 21 !4 in. (80 x 54 cm)

Eugene Y. Wang
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10 Chang Yu (1901-1966), Fully Dressed
Woman. Ink and color on paper, 14 H x
10 5/s in. (37.5 x 27 cm)
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at least in the realm of fantasy. In a fictionalized account

word shidai (epoch). He also published a highbrow liter-

of his visit to a Chinese painter in Paris, apparently draw-

ary journal modeled after England's famous The Yellow

ing on his actual experiences, Xu Xhimo laments his lot

Book. Shao's aesthetic sensibility is revealed in his poetry.

as an uptight "Oriental." He admires his painter-friend's

Its ambience is often "an artificial world of sensuality in

Parisian lifestyle, especially his routine voyeuristic en-

which the central figure is invariably a woman."'4 What

counters with female models. Through the painter's voice,

makes his poetic vision special, as Lee points out, is its

Xu gaspingly visualizes "the round and tender harmony"

combination of two qualities. On the one hand, it exhibits

of a certain female body, "especially the structure below

"the Voluptuous blasphemy' of the female body and sex-

her waist" and "the intersecting curves, the fleshly waves,

uality"; on the other, a pastoral and mythic poetic land-

that cascade all the way to her feet."'1 Xu also projects such

scape, "shorn of all the paraphernalia of urban material

fantasies in his translation of "Une Charogne" from

culture."" The peony takes on attributes of a "virgin-like

Baudelaire's I-es I'leurs du mal, in which, as noted by Leo

redness... like a harlot," with "wet soft flesh" and "clear

Lee, he gives special accent to the erotic:

red skin." "The dew on the grass mattress of a tree tent, /
Is like ... the hot sweat on a seductress's lower body."'6 Or,

It opens wide its legs, with the abandon of a wanton woman,
Oozing foul gas, smeared with a smelly and stick)' odor.

From a flower bed, amidst fragrances you are awake,

Us rotten bosom and belly have no cover.

A virgin's naked body, a bright moon it does make —

Licentious, filthy /usf.' 2

I see again your fire-red flesh and skin,
Like a rose, opening for my heart's sake.^

This taste for sensuality was equally shared by Sliao Xunmei, a writer, publisher, hedonist aesthete, and, fittingly,
a friend of both Chang Yu and Xu Zhimo. Shao studied
in England, interrupted by a stint in Paris in 1923 studying
painting, where he met Chang Yu and became a member
of the Society of the Heavenly Dog (fig. 11)." Upon his return to Shanghai in 1926, Shao openly flaunted a flamboyant lifestyle, sporting a foreign mistress and becoming
addicted to opium. A generous host of elitist gatherings in
the manner of European salons, Shao was a passionate
publisher who launched three popular magazines with
modernist orientation, all incorporating in their titles the
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11 Members of the Society of the Heavenly
Dog, Paris, ca. 1925

Eugene Y. Wang

Sliao Xnnmei s poems would match perfectly such paint-

primacy of private sensations and fantasies. It was pitched

ings by Chang Yu as Nude in Geometric Shape (fig. 6),

against, on the one hand, the traditional moral strictures

with the warm hue of the female body set against a cool

and philistine hypocrisy, and, on the other, the crude de-

background accented by artificial patterns. Shao is in

individualizing national movements that threatened to en-

many respects a fitting voice for interpreting Chang's

gulf the fragile ntopia of private autonomy. In espousing

paintings. Like Chang, he came from a wealthy family,

this sensibility, Xu had an ally in Liang Zhongdai (igo^-

went to Knrope as an impressionable youth, and studied

1983), a poet and translator of European literature. In 1930,

painting in Paris. I lis intellectual indebtedness to the Irish

Liang, who was then living in Paris, published his transla-

writer Ceorge Moore (i852-i933), who also had studied

tion of the poetry of the recluse Tao Qian (365-427), with

painting in Paris, fortified his aesthetic-decadent sensibil-

a preface by Paul Valery. It is fitting that Chang Yu was

ity. By virtue of his temperamental affinity with Chang Yu,

chosen as the artist to grace this little gem of a book with

Shao's poetic world closely parallels Chang's pictorial universe. Its dual qualities — fantasy about female sensuality
and a mythical landscape of eerie serenih — are precisely
what characterize Chang Yu's paintings. Moreover, Shao's
pristine landscape, shorn of the clogging excess of urban
materiality, corresponds closely to Chang's minimalist
"simplicisin," or, in traditional Chinese terms, "sketch conceptualism." Thus, Shao verbalizes qualities and subtexts
embedded in Chang Yu's couccptnalisin. 'lb the extent
that it is charged with sensual fantasy, Chang's form of
sketch conceptual ism incorporates a spirit of the modern
urban imagination; to the extent that it still harbors aspirations of depicting a private universe of one's own maki n g — a cultivated simplicity remote from the bustling
world of material excess — it harks back to the traditional
Chinese sketch-concept landscape. In short, it is a modern urban genre of sketch conceptnalism.
Xu Zhimo characterized the impulse behind such
works as "spiritual sensibility" (xingling),^ a nurtured au124

tonomy of the individual imagination coupled with the
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copperplate illustrations. The book includes eighteen po-

ter of willow trees from a background scene of marshland

ems by Tao Qian. Of these, Chang Yu chose to illustrate

w i t h two more willow trees at the foot of gently sloping

three, all of w h i c h depict various modes of hermetic life

hills (fig. i2a). It is apparently based on the topography of

untroubled by worldly cares: "La lettre de Cinq Sanies"

the poem: "beside his cottage were five willow trees".'

(Biography of Master Five Willows; fig. i2a), "Chasse par

The third print, w i t h its cascading spring and peach blos-

la faim" (Driven by Hunger; fig. iz\->), and "La Fontaine

som trees, evokes the Utopian landscape described in

des Pechers en Fleurs" (An Account of Peach Blossom

"Peach Blossom Spring" (fig. 120).

Spring; fig. I2c).
Chang's first print, the illustration of "Biography of

Chang's three landscapes point to a variety of stylistic
sources. The first follows a familiar literati landscape com-

Master Five Willows," shows a watery expanse that sepa-

position that goes back to Xi Zan (1301-1374) and was

rates a foreground embankment with a cottage and a clus-

eventually codified by the Pour Wangs of the early Qing
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12 Chang Yu (1901-1966), Illustration of
iao Qian's (565-^27): a "lM lettre de Cinq
Sanies [Biography of Master Five \Villows|'
b "Chasse par la faim \n by Hunger]";
c "Ixi i'ontaine des Pechers en i'leurs [An
Account of Peaeh Blossom Springl"

Eugene Y. Wang
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dynasty (1644—1911). The second is reminiscent of the fan-

a lulling Utopian otherness distinct from the bustle im-

tastic topography of Sliitao (1642-1707). While they recall

plied in more worldly images where verisimilitude reigns.

traditional literati landscapes, all three prints also convey

Representation in such works is on the verge of lapsing

a sensibility tempered by Chang Yu's Parisian experience

into abstraction.

and his exposure to European modernism. A particularly

European modernists might have found such a

refreshing feature can be observed in the second print, il-

Utopian vision an antidote against the pervasiveness of in-

lustrating Tao's poem "Driven by Hunger" (fig. izb), in

dustrial technology and materialism. Chinese radical re-

which the rim of the undulating shoreline amounts to a

formers, however, would have found it out of touch with

relentless arabesque. This Matisse-like touch of curvi-

the emotional needs of modern China, which was caught

linear fluidity would have been dismissed by traditional

in a stagnant situation that demanded change and action.

literati painting criticism as too flippant or flamboyant

The modernization envisioned by radical Chinese refor-

Yet, it is precisely such features that give a modernist slant

mers put a premium on the mastery of modem technol-

to what otherwise appears deceptively like a traditional

ogy, of which pictorial art was considered an integral part.

literati landscape. It would speak to a modern audience

What Xu Beihong and his radical peers overlooked were

familiar with the Matisse style, and would be very much

the cultivation of individual sensibility and the integrity of

in character in Paris of the day.

one's private world, important components of European

That Chang's landscapes conflate traditional Chinese

modernist sensibility. It was these aspects of European

landscape and European modernist sensibilities is not

modernism that Xu Zhimo, Liang Zhongdai, Pang Xun-

worth belaboring. The more intriguing questions they

qin, and Chang Yu were trying to cultivate and preserve,

raise are, on the one hand, how the affinity between these

and why Xu Zhimo passionately defended Cezanne

two cultures may in fact belie their differences, and, on the

against Xu Beihong's dismissal, for in this artist Xn Zhimo

other, how the gap between these two vastly different

saw spiritual sensibility (xingling). So the debate was not

worlds is thus bridged. The traditional Chinese eremitic

necessarily about the formal traits of modernism, but

mood fits the Utopian yearning of European modernism

rather its embedded values. These perceived values in Eu-

in its flight from the encroachment of industrialization.

ropean modernism put off another participant in the two

However, the anxiety and restlessness that underlie much

Xus' debate, Li Yishi:

of the European modernist canon are absent here. In
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Chang Yu's world, serenity reigns, just as in traditional

If I take a social point of view, even if Mr. [Xu] Beihong is wrong,

literati landscapes, whose underlying value is placidity and

and even if the mannerisms of Cezanne and Matisse are one

a deliberate!} cultivated insipidity. These effects are con-

hundred percent spontaneous manifestations of their natural dis-

veyed through a formal simplicity and stability that picture

positions, I still object to their currency in China. For / think

Chinese Art : Modern Expressions

that, under the current circumstances in China, where restless-

technical facility for realizing his avowed goal of pictorial

ness has been the norm for twenty or so years, we ought to use the

realism. After his return to China, however, he worked in

power of art to stabilize people's thinking and soothe their spirit.

the traditional Chinese medium of brush and ink more of-

If the likes of Cezanne and Matisse indeed nm rampant in

ten than in oil on canvas. While this may be understood as

China and disorient Chinese society, 1 know we will he in deep

an effort to make good on his early promise to reform Chi-

trouble™

nese painting, it is curious that the bulk of his output after
his return from Paris increasingly tended toward sketch

Since restlessness is not a feature of Chang Yu's pictures,

conceptnalism, the antithesis of his realist ideals. In public

one wonders whether Chang's modernism would have

pronouncements, Xu never quite recanted his earlier posi-

passed muster with Li. Certainly, Xu Beihong would have

tions, and he continued to churn out the occasional essay

disliked Chang's art for its lack of "forceful magnitude."

reiterating his early radical stance and attacking traditional

In any case, by 1937 the Japanese invasion of China

literati sketch conceptualism. His practice, however, points

and the circumstances of many of the artists in Xn Zhimo's

to an impulse that was, at times, counter to his manifestos.

circle made any effort to preserve a spiritual sensibility un-

True, we discern in his ink paintings traces of his training

attainable. Xn Zhimo died in an airplane crash in 1931;

in realist oil painting: the anatomical precision, the atten-

Pang Xunqin tried to paint in a popular manner that was

tion to shading, modeling, and spatial relationships. In

more socially aware and accessible, but found himself out

other cases, however, his ink paintings do not seem to stray

of his element; Shao Shunmei went bankrupt because his

far afield from the traditional sketch conceptualism (fig.

magazines did not sell well; and Chang Yu, as we shall see,

13). In these instances, we detect very little of the impact of

had his own problems in Paris. So, what might have been

his Paris training. Rather, it seems as if Xu had taken his

remains a perpetual possibility.

cue from such masters of sketch conceptualism as Qi
Baishi (1864-1957), whom Xn respected and promoted

Ironic Reversal: Xu Beihong's Turn Toward
Sketch Conceptualism

vigorously. The ultimate iron)' is that Xn's reputation increasingly rested not on his realistic works but on a corpus
of horse paintings that are largely in the mode of sketch

A major paradox underlies Xu Beihong's career as a painter.

conceptualism, and that he could have done just as well

He burst upon the cultural stage in the late 19105 blasting

without his Paris training. Critics were quick to take note:

the literati tradition of sketch conceptualism and hailing

"Western painting has been advocated in China for more

Western realism as the needed catalyst for reinvigorating

than two decades. What is the result? Lately those practi-

Chinese painting. His rigorous training at the Ecole des

tioners cum admirers of Western-style painting have all

Beaux-Arts in Paris in the 19205 equipped him with the

scrambled to take up Chinese painting instead."'1'

Eugene Y. Wang
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13 Xu Bcillong (1S95-1953), Horse. Ink
iincl color on paper, 32 '/t x 18 V» in. (82 x
48 cm). Xn Bcillong Memorial Museum,
Beijing
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'1 lie variety of circumstances that may have caused

fervor/" In February 1932, Japanese gun ships began to

Xu to turn toward sketch conceptualism is complex and

bombard Nanjing, where Xu was teaching at the National

largely unacknowledged among critics and scholars.

Central University. He encouraged some of his students to

While \ve have no reason to discount his commitment to

join the Nineteenth Route Army to participate in the

reform Chinese painting, it does not fully explain his

resistance. On February 12, Xu went to Beijing, where he

choice of sketch conceptualism as his increasingly favored

stayed with Hu Shi (1891-1962), a Western-educated in-

mode of execution. A more significant factor may have

tellectual and one of the leaders of the May Fourth Move-

been the surge of nationalism in China after 1926. The

ment (1919). In the same month, he produced three

Chinese — i n particular intellectuals — were caught in a

notable Chinese ink paintings: Ancient Cypress, Rumina-

double bind. They were attracted to many aspects of the

tion, and Running Horse. Of the three, Rumination (fig.

modern West, yet they resented the West's imperialist

14) is particularly revealing, as it contrasts sharply in style

encroachment. Nowhere was this ambivalence felt more

with Ancient Pines and Cypresses at West Hill (fig. 15),

intcnsel\n in Shanghai around 1930, where the texture

which Xu painted in 1918, prior to his study in Paris. That

of life was suffused with Western ideas and things, and yet

earlier painting, with its refined craftsmanship and spatial

the arrogance of the foreign powers and their infringement

illusionism, displays Xu's penchant for realistic depiction

on China — embodied in their territorial rule in the Con-

and corroborates his conviction about the future direction

cessions — was ubiquitous, a constant reminder of na-

of Chinese painting. Rumination, a post-Paris work, how-

tional humiliation. The increasingly menacing behavior

ever, bears little imprint of Xu's Paris training. It is in many

of Japan further excited feelings of nationalism. One effect

ways at odds with his programmatic call for realism. The

of this nationalism in the art world was the call for "preser-

composition is taken up by large, hastily brushed ink

vation of national essence." Journals increasingly turned

daubs. The sole human figure — very likely Xu himself—

to comparisons between Chinese and Western art, empha-

is reduced in scale, a detail added to make the theme ex-

sizing their differences and relative merits. This was a

plicit. The painting is apparently Xu's pictorial response to

marked departure from the tone of discourse in the 19105,

the political situation of 1932. In coping with his need to

which was focused on how Western art could resuscitate

express his emotions through his art, Xu may have found

Chinese art. It was partly in this context that the term "na-

his Parisian training in realism a limitation. Ironically, it

tional painting" (guolnta), meaning painting in the tradi-

was only through ink sketch conceptualism that he could

tional Chinese manner, gained a wide currency.62

respond to his expressive urge.

Xu Beiliong, ever a passionate patriot, was moved by

A similar use of imagery and expressive brushwork

the urgency of this national ethos. As early as 1928, he was

is seen in an album leaf by the Ming loyalist Xiang

publishing poems that exhibited an intense nationalist

Shengmo (1597-1658; fig. 16), painted in 1649, five years

Eugene Y. Wang
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after the fall of the Ming dynast)' (1368-1644). Even

a symbolic act that inadvertently signals Xu's conversion

Xiang's careful modeling of the monumental tree, which

to ink sketch conceptualism, though he would not have

Xu would have applauded under normal circumstances,

openly admitted to such a development.

would not have served Xu's need for a more immediate

Xu also painted Landscape Light under the same

release of pent-np sentiment, which he also conveyed in

circumstances and in the same year.6' His inscription

his poetic inscription:

explicitly describes the time as a "moment of crisis." The
painting, appropriately in the mode of ink sketch con-

Since when were heaven and earth collapsed,

ceptualism, was intended as a gift for a friend. Xu would

leaving it to witness the past and present?

not have considered it appropriate to employ a realistic

The dynamic overtones of a lifetime

mode of painting to share his private sense of anxiety. The

(.latlier here for me to contemplate.''

personal touch and emotional immediacy of sketch conceptualism, qualities that made it the traditionally pre-

Xu's newly tempered skills in realistic depiction could

ferred way for Chinese painters to interact with patrons

readily have been applied to the human figure in Rumi-

and with one another, are among the forces that prompted

nation. Instead, the figure is reduced to a miniscnlc scale,

Xu's return to that mode of painting. Celebrated artists
faced constant requests for paintings from all sorts of
people/'6 and also took delight in exchanging works with
fellow artists or scholars. Their social gatherings often resulted in works done on the spur of the moment, at times
involving several artists and scholars collaborating on the
same scroll. A typical pictorial subject for such an occasion would be the "Three Kriends" — bamboo, plum, and
pine — plants hard)' enough to brave winter's adverse
conditions. Xu had done such paintings in his pre-Paris
years (fig. 17), and continued to rise to such occasions in
his post-Paris phase/' A painstakingl) executed Western
realist-style painting would be too cumbersome and timeconsuming to satisfy such demands, particularly at social
occasions where swift improvisation and dashing performance were called for. A conceptual sketch was the easy
solution. In a 1934 article, Yu Jianhua (1895-1979), an
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14 Xu Bciliong (1895-1953), Rumination,
1932. Ink and color on paper, 43 Yt x 42 Vi
in. (in x 108 cm)
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15 \ Bcihong (1805-1953), Ancient Pines
and Cypresses at \\ext Hill. njiS. Ink ;nul
color on paper, 33 V4 x 20 Vi in. (85 x 51
cm). Xn Bcihong Memorial Museum.
Beijing
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ardent apologist for Chinese painting, trenchantly sum-

even if only at times for purposes other than personal need.

marized the situation:

A few months after be returned to Shanghai, in 1927, Xu
set a price list for his portraits in oil: $500 for a portrait en
{fulfilling]

buste, $700 for knee length, and $1,000 for full length/'1'

social obligations. In Chinese society, painting lias long been a

Records indicate that be did a number of portraits around

form of social courtesy. An album leaf, a pair of hanging scrolls,

1930. In the meantime, his output of ink paintings in the

or a fan can all constitute either a conduit of emotional bonding

sketch-conceptual mode increased. An inscription on one

or a chance to demonstrate one's talent. In many ways, they come

of bis horse paintings — one that later earned him fame —

in handy in fulfilling social obligations. If you become proficient

laments the pressure of making a living as a painter: "What

[in Chinese painting], you may in future become a specialist,

is the use of your strong feet? You have to gallop all the day

able to earn a living through brush-moistening (runbi, or fees).

in search of edible grass" (fig. 13).

There are many advantages to Chinese painting in

As for Western painting, the public understands little about it

Aside from the pressure of social obligations, Xu's

and demands little of it. Even if you become a specialist, and set

superb draftsmanship — probably the most salient of his

your price high, you can only indulge in solipsism, for others care

repertoire of Western painting skills — prepared him well

little for it. Among friends, there are those who know you are a

for the transition from Western oils to Chinese ink paint-

painter; hut little do they know that you are only a Western-style

ing. At the outset, the gap between Western-style drawing

painter. Now and then they press you for a pair of hanging scrolls

and Chinese sketch conceptualism appears too wide for

or a fan painting. You are unable to comply [but] decline, and

anyone to see their similarities. The former requires at-

you show no respect for your friends. It takes endless explaining

tention to shading and modeling, while the latter demands

and, even then you can hardly absolve yourself. This embarrass-

a drastic abbreviation of forms, which are evoked rather

ment commonly befalls [Chinese] specialists of Western-style

than depicted. However, underlying both practices is a

r,s
painting.

disposition toward the translation of an object into some
kind of graphic configuration. This shared ground made

Xu Beihong was hardly immune to this predicament; to

it easier for Xu, the draftsman, to remake himself into an

maintain bis celebrity as a painter, be had to take up Chi-

ink sketch-conceptualist. Although his sketch conceptual-

nese ink and brush.

ism did not pass muster with those hardened traditional-

The professional painter feeling financial pressure

ists whose eyes were accustomed to idiomatic uses of

never quite died in Xu Beihong. Much of the romanticiz-

hi (brushwork) and mo (ink gradation), his apologists dis-

ing hagiography of Xu has posited an artist bent on a

missed such criticism as irrelevant. " Indeed, public reac-

single-minded pursuit of exalted artistic goals and oblivi-

tions to Xu's ink painting were largely positive. In 1930 a

ous to monetary concerns. In fact, Xu cared for money,

caption accompanying the reproduction of his ink paint-

16 Xiang Slicngmo (1597-1658), Landscape, 1649. Album leaf, ink and color
on paper, 9 !/s x 5 '/4 in. (24.5 x 13.3 cm).
Shanghai Museum

17 Xu Beihong (1895-1955), Three Friends
Braving the Winter, 1919. Ink and color on
paper, 45 !4 x 17 % in. (115 x 45 cm)
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ings in Shidai huahao ('rimes Pictorial) called attention to

more clashing variety) an effective response to the chal-

this new move: "Mr. Xu, a specialist in Western painting

lenge of other Chinese artists' appropriation of European

...has lately begun to pursue Chinese painting (guo-

modernism. What is less apparent is that he was acting on

hua)." ' In 1931 the editor ofBeicheng huakan (Northern

some of the same principles held by his contemporary

Morning Pictorial) went further: "Xu is not only known for

avant-garde artists: if modernism has an "orientalizing"

his Western painting, he also has an elegant master}- of

streak, then why not go directly to its source, namely,

Chinese painting... Even if Dongxin [Jin Nong, 1687-

China's own traditions? There are, of course, differences.

1764] were alive, he would defer to Xu." : In 1932 Zong

Artists such as Lin Fengmian and PangXunqin were look-

Baihua (1867-1986), a prominent scholar of aesthetics,

ing for ways to meld Chinese sketch conceptualism with

characterized Xu in the context of Chinese painting.

European modernism. Xu, on the other hand, was resur-

Having captured "the innermost secret of Western-style

recting sketch conceptualism in lieu of modernism, while

realism," Zong wrote, Xu was now able to "daub with ease

acknowledging the underlying spiritual affinity between

his meaningful brush in Chinese painting ... whereby the

the two.'6 Xu was exploring the possibility of "moderniz-

authentic flavor of his individual nature is manifested." '

ing" Chinese painting by honoring one fundamental

By 1935 Xu's ink painting had won unadulterated acclaim.

modernist principle — formal abstraction. He did so by

"[Xu's paintings] are robust, refined, and solid," enthused

tapping into one strain of traditional sketch conceptual-

the editor ofDazhong huahao. "He is a leader in the world

ism, the more bravura mode practiced by Xu Wei (1521-

ot Chinese painting."

1593) and his followers, a manner largely rejected by the

H

Xu's turn to sketch conccptualism was a tactical re-
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more orthodox tradition.

sponse to modernism. In the late igios, he had been at the

Xu Beihong's visit to Paris in 1933 may have further

forefront in challenging the overbearing tradition of liter-

reshaped his pictorial tastes and convictions. Buoyed by

ati conccptualism. A decade or so later, having returned

the initial success of exhibitions of his works in Belgium

to China from Paris, he found himself no longer on the

and I A on in the early 19305 and galvanized by the concern

cutting edge. His contemporaries had forged ahead, ex-

over China's sagging reputation in the world, Xu coordina-

perimenting with new possibilities raised by European

ted an exhibition of modern Chinese painting at the Musee

modernism. While he held on to an increasingly out-

clu Jen dc Paiime, in Paris, also known as the Musee des

moded realist ideal, Xu appears to have been aware of his

Ecoles Etrangeres et Contemporaines." For this event, Xu

tenuous position, and resented being called a practitioner

raised the funds and amassed 191 paintings, including 10

of French Academicism. Riding the crest of nationalism

Qing paintings and 181 works by 75 artists from the suceecl-

in China amid the call for "cultural construction of the

ing Republican period.' 8 It is apparent that Xu's purpose

Chinese base,"'' Xu found sketch conceptualism (the

was to showcase "modern" Chinese painting.

Chinese Art : Modern Expressions

Xu's choices reveal his realist bias. His selection of

audience whose taste had already been tempered by

Qing painters — including Slien Quan (i628-ca. 1760), Yu

decades of exposure to modernism. His selection of con-

/hiding (1647-1709), Qian Zai (1708-1795), Ren Yi (1840-

temporary Chinese works suggests his realization that

1896), and Xu's father, Xu Dazhang' 9 — would have been

straightforward realism would not fly; nor would it make

an affront to any traditionally trained Cllinese art histo-

sense to showcase Chinese contemporary works that too

rian. With the exception of Ren Yi, all of his choices were

closely follow eel Kuropean modernist models. Sketch con-

minor painters. Yet their inclusion underscores Xu's strong

ceptualism works were a good compromise. They repre-

convictions; all were known for their realistic orientation

sented Chinese tradition and thus could embody the

and refined craftsmanship. Through them, Xu projected

"national character," which preoccupied Xu and his con-

to the Kuropean art world the image of traditional Chinese

temporaries, but they were exotic enough to sustain

painting, which appeared to parallel the European legacy

Parisian interest. Their abstract qualities would speak pow-

of realism.

erfully to the European taste for modernism. Xu's decision

When it came to the roster of contemporary Chinese

put him in a win-win situation. By embracing sketch con-

painters to be featured, Xu was far less polemical in his

ceptualism as the Chinese equivalent of European mod-

judgement. The art circles in Shanghai, Nanjing, and Bei-

ernism, Xu could hold his ground against the European

jing, which collaborated with Xu in this venture, would

modernism that he despised without totally abandoning

not have tolerated a biased selection. The final list of 181

his advocacy of realism.

works by 75 artists is fairly comprehensive. But Xu's pref-

The French reception to the exhibition confirmed

erences do come across in the number of paintings by each

Xu's position. The catalogue, prepared by Musee du Jen

artist exhibited. For example, only one painting each from

de Paume, reproduced twenty-seven paintings on exhibit,

better known artists such as Huang Binhong (1865-1955),

in addition to some Chinese works from French collec-

Wu Hufan (1894-1968), and Liu Haisu was included, and

tions. The choice of which works to illustrate is significant:

only two works by Lin Fengmian. Yet Xu put in fifteen of

the only Qing paintings included were the two by Ren Yi

his own works, as well as the portrait painted by his father,

and the portrait by Xu's father, the latter probably as a

an anonymous craftsman, which depicts Xu in his early

courtesy to Xu Beihong, the organizer. It is easy to under-

years (fig. 3). The artist receiving the most prominence was

stand the appeal of Ren Yi to the Parisian audience. In

Qi Baishi, represented by nineteen paintings.

works such as his Goddess Nuwa Refining Rocks (fig. 18),

While his choice of Qing paintings indicates a pref-

the angular draper)' of the goddess's robe and the configu-

erence for realistic craftsmanship, Xu's presentation of

ration of the rocken-, at once inchoate and patterned,

"modern" Chinese painting does not accord with that

would speak eloquently to an audience accustomed to

bias. Xu was trying to anticipate the expectations of a Paris

Cubist arrangements of intersecting planes.

Eugene Y. Wang
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18 Ren Yi (1840-1895), GtMess \uwa
Refining Rock, 1888. Ink and color on silk,
30 % x 26 in. (78 x 66 cm). Xn Bcihong
Memorial Museum, Beijing
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19 Wang/hen (1867-1938). Bodhidharma.
Ink on paper

The remaining fifteen illustrations of modern Chinese paintings overwhelmingly favored sketch-conceptual

to the show, which was extended twice by popular request.
Even after two reprints, the catalogue was sold out.

works, including Wang/hen's iiSd--n^Sl Bodhidluirma

If Xu was attracted to sketch conceptualism before

(fig. 19), a modernist continuation of the traditional "un-

the exhibition, the response from the Paris art world must

trammcled" (yipin) mode,s" and two works by Qi Baishi,

have further encouraged him to adopt this mode of paint-

whicli is note-worth} considering the very few illustrations

ing at the expense of his realist approach. Qi Baishi's

allowed. Qi's Squirrel (Ecureuil; fig. 20) is basically a flat,

influence on Xu seems particular!} clear. The tail of Qi's

S-shapcd ink daub with rough edges, a depiction that bor-

squirrel, a massive spread of dark ink, seems perennially

ders on abstraction. His Bamboo and Small Bird (fig. 21)

displaced into the horse tails of Xu's paintings. s ' The inter-

has a minimalist design that appears strikingly modernist.

play in Qi's bamboo painting between the geometrical!}

Yet Qi was rooted in the tradition of ink sketch conceptu-

patterned bamboo and the miniscule bird — between

alism. His paintings, as observed by Michael Sullivan, bear

dominant abstraction and marginal figural depiction —

"not even a hint of Western influence."81 At the same time,

became a favored compositional device in Xn's pictorial

his works have, as Xu Beihong himself later pointed out, a

repertoire (fig. 22). s4

"most modern mood."s: Such paintings apparent!} caught

We can detect a change in Xu's attitude toward sketeli

the fancy of the Parisian art world. The Parisian press, led

conceptualism by comparing the introductory article he

by the influential critic Camillc Mauelair, gave the exhi-

wrote for the 1933 Paris exhibition with the lecture notes

bition rave reviews. Some thirty thousand people flocked

he prepared for his exhibition tour of South Asia in 1938.
In the 1933 article, "La peinture chinoise dans les temps
modernes" (Chinese Painting in Modem Times), Xu presents a radical and idiosyncratic account of the history of
Chinese painting since the seventeenth century. According to Xu, Dong Qichang was a celebrity but a rather
unimaginative pedant who made painting a matter of
"conventions de 1'academiqne," a tradition that was further
congealed in the hands of the Four Wangs, who dominated Chinese painting during the late seventeenth century. In the eighteenth century, European missionaries,
chiefly the Jesuit Giuseppe Castiglione (Lang Shining,
1688-1766), introduced Western realist techniques which
Xn pronounces "frappants de ressemblance, mais c'etait

20 Qi Baishi (1864-19—). Squirrel. Ink
on paper
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tout" (striking in verisimilitude, but that is all). It was Ren

a history of "modern art" (jinshi meishu) in China. It

Yi who "dramatically broke away from these traditions and

started with Xu Wei, perpetuated by the unrivalled Zhu

swept away all the academicism of orthodox painting," and

Da (Bada Shanren, 1626-1705) and Shitao, in a tradition

who "began a new era in Chinese painting." s ' While Xu's

known as "sketch conceptualism." "It is," acclaimed Xu,

praise for Ren is expected, what follows is surprising. Ren's

"the most abstract art and technique!"8'

student Wu Changshno (Wu Changshi, 1844-1927) is said

Thus, while Xu purported in his earlier 1933 article to

to have inherited the "characteristic ardor" (personnalite

demonstrate how the so-called School of Intellectualism

fougueuse) that recalls his master. 1 lowcver, his paintings,
often "heavy and complicated, have a disastrous impact on

eventually led to the stagnation of Chinese painting, he
ended up by betraying a fascination with sketch concep-

the young generation. In his wake, one may hurl a sort of

tualism — a viewpoint that was not expressed in that arti-

conceptualism [across paper] without [a touch of] culture

cle. The bravura of brushwork that initially repelled him

and execute it with a facility but without profundity."8'

now attracted him. He relished the flung-ink flourishes of

Xu's lecture notes of 1938, however, give this account

Zhang Zao and adopted that style as part of his own reper-

a different and more subtle slant. He still maintained that

toire, particularly in his execution of horse paintings. In a

the "conceptualism" of the literati painting of the Yuan pe-

public demonstration in an army barracks in 1937, he ex-

riod (1272-1368), which valued spiritual resonance over

ecuted a painting of a battle charger with a worn and bulky

formal verisimilitude, started the "peinture intellectuclle"

brush in ten minutes.89 His audience was delighted. "It

that eventually lapsed into the end game in the hands of

makes one yearn to take up gun and ammunition, mount

the Four Wangs. But Xu no longer insisted upon a linear

the horse, dash into the enemy formation, and beat the

development from Tang-Song realism to later uninspired

daylights out of them!" one spectator gasped. "The paint-

"peinture intellectuelle." For the Tang period (618-907),
Xu cited with relish the painter Zhang Zao (active ca.

ing is indeed a dashing piece!... There was not one of us
who witnessed [his performance] who did not admire his

766-78), who "painted two ancient trees with one stroke

artistic talent and his swift, strong wrist."90 Such comments

in a bold flourish" that the poet Du Fu (712-770) praised

present a striking contrast with Xu's own pronouncement

as "primordial energy of dripping wetness.

of 1927:

For the Song

period (960-1279), Xu singled out Mi Fu (1052—1107) as
the "originator of Pointilisme. For his landscapes in rain,

Those who fully encompass the nature of an object's form stride

Mi can be called the first Impressionist; and he lived in

into the realm of nobility and excellence... Those who are given

the twelfth century!" For the Yuan period, he justified the

to dashing abandon (fangzong benyi) are prey to flippancy and

rise of literati painting by allowing that "too much realism,

sleekness. Hopeless, they will never obtain the Way in their lives,

if dragged long, would be tedious." Finally, he constructed

due to their lack of sincerity.

21 Qi Baishi (1864-1957), Bamboo and
Small Bird
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22 Xu Beiliong (1895-1953), Bamboo,
1943. Ink on paper
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Reversal of Fortune: Chang Yu in the Western Context

fame, that Chang Yn was practicing a minimalist curvi-

The 1933 Paris exhibition of modern Chinese art organized

makeshift and deceptive terms "simplicism" or "essential-

by Xu Beihong included one painting by Chang Yu. How-

ism." Johan Franco formulates his impression of Chang's

ever, in his report of the exhibition written for the Chinese

paintings in this way:

linerarism, described by the French critic Joffroy in the

public, Xu omitted Chang's name from the list of artists
exhibited. The decision to minimize Chang's role in the ex-

At first, his works give most viewers a feeling of artlessness; only

hibition and the subsequent omission of his name betray

after long and repeated viewings do they make a deep impres-

Xu's ambivalence about Chang, which may have been ex-

sion. He knows how to depict the essence and often the humor of

acerbated by an embarrassing episode in Paris involving the

things with astonishing economy.

two artists.''" Leaving aside Xu's personal opinion of him,
the inclusion of Chang Yu in the exhibition was entirely

In Chinese terms, this is sketch conceptualism, pure and

appropriate. In spite of Chang's determination to be part of

simple.

the Parisian art world, and the Western and modern ap-

Chang's minimalist pictorial vision began to crystal-

pearance of his painting to Chinese viewers, he remained

lize around 1930. A typical example is Horses in Landscape

essentially an Eastern artist in the eyes of most European

(fig. 23).* The canvas is neatly divided into three hori-

critics of his time. Johan Franco notes an "ethnic distinc-

zontal bands of color. From the pink band, in the middle,

tion" in his paintings, which bear only "a little European

emerges a black horse with an evenly daubed coat of dark

influence" but overall are "close to complete siniciza-

pigment (the white horse was not added until 1945). A

tion." A Dutch critic, reviewing Chang Yu's exhibition at

photograph of the exhibition of Chang Yu's works held in

the Galerie van Lier in Amsterdam in 1933, observed:

Amsterdam in 1933 shows a similar painting with a single
piebald horse (fig. 24). The photo also reveals a peculiar

Sanyo ... attempts to create a certain effect in the oil medium ...

practice of the painter. On the table in the foreground is

which would probably have been achieved more immediately

a ceramic horse by Chang, which appears to be the model

with pencil or brush and ink. With the quick and sensitive hand

for the painted horse. By juxtaposing ceramic and painted

of a Chinese calligrapher, he etches lines of flower baskets and

images, the artist seems to suggest that his model for the

horses out of the thick layer of oil ...It is hard to figure out though

painting was not reality but art. The painting is a formal

why he needs to resort to oil to accomplish his creative purpose.

construct that deals primarily with pictorial concerns.
Chang apparently delighted in transferring visual effects

140

It is apparent from these reviews and his surviving works

from other media to his works in oil on canvas. For exam-

from around 1930, a period in which he enjoyed some

ple, he incorporated in his oil painting the crispness of

23 Chang Yu (1901-1966), Horses in
landscape, 1930, revised in 1945. Oil
on panel, 12 x 20 !/s in. (30.5 x 52.4 CMII)
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etchings and prints, and also relished the feel of saturated

terest in advancing his career, his distrust of dealers, and

dark ink, a medium with which he was intimately conver-

his longing for money yet guarded sense of dignity and

sant. Translating a three-dimensional sculptural model

self-esteem made it difficult for influential dealers, such

into a two-dimensional painting shows a similar predi-

as Roche, to promote him."

lection. Such transferals resulted in a refreshing effect of

From 1933 on, Chang Yu began to feel financially

cultivated awkwardness and childlike innocence. Chang's

constrained. For most of the 19305 and the 19405, he pro-

cultural background would have provided him with a set

duced little. Instead, he was consumed by his effort to pro-

of prompts derived from the literati vocabulary: zhuo

mote and populari/e "ping-tennis," a game lie invented

(clumsy; awkward) and zhi (childlike; innocent), value-

that combined ping-pong and tennis. Chang Yu was so

laden stylistic qualities often touted in the literati's evalu-

taken with this novelty that he almost gave up painting.

ations of painting. On the personal level, such paintings

For a while, the game caught on in Paris, but in 1936, when

fulfilled the expressive and emotional urges of a man in
love, in the same way that ink sketch conceptualism excited Xu Beihong in the early 19305.
Sketch conceptualism carries with it the cultural
baggage of traditional Chinese literati. It implies a dispos i t i o n and an attitude — a n d sometimes a pretension —
that painting is a leisurely pastime, something that ought
to come naturally instead of being a toilsome effort. On
the moral level, it often carries transcendental and eremitic associations, though not always fulfilled, and a
deeply ingrained disdain for material success.4 Chang Yu
not only practiced his own form of sketch conceptualism;
to some extent he enacted the values embedded in it,
rather like a traditional literatus. Perhaps his upbringing
and temperament were such that sketch conceptualism
suited him best. Until the early 19305, he was well provided for financially. Paris offered him a carefree, bohemian lifestyle.98 Painting was a matter of dilettantish
dabbling. I his was to be Chang's undoing. His carefree
142

attitude, his lack of ambition and motivation, his disin-

24 Exhibition of Chang Yu's (1901-11)66)
Works, Galcric van Lier, Amsterdam, K)}}
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he went to Berlin to promote it, Chang met little success.

training in Chinese ink painting. Zhao captured the

He spent the years 1947-51 in New York, where he stayed

Parisian imagination with his orientalizing abstract ex-

in Robert Frank's apartment, trying to promote the game to

pressionism. Perceived as a fitting cultural spokesman

the American public, but to no avail. Precisely what Chang

from the East, Zhao enjoyed considerable success and

Yu saw in this game remains an enigma, although it could

fame. Chang Yu's painting, a rehashing of his work of the

be seen as symptomatic of an artist living in his own fan-

early 19305, appeared somewhat quaint and out of touch

tasy world. Frank recalls that during Chang's New York

with the latest trend in the Western art world. Abstract ex-

stay, he never saw Chang working on his art except to paint

pressionism was primarily non-figurative; Chang's art was

a ping-tennis court, which he did with utmost seriousness

based on figural representation. Abstract expressionism

and care. We may sense a parallel between Chang's min-

thrived on broad swaths or explosive splashes of paint;

imalist curvilineraism and the geometric design of a ping-

Chang's strength was rooted in a sparing, disciplined, crisp

tennis court. Moreover, Chang's delight in combining

curvilinearity.

ping-pong and tennis bespeaks the sensibility of an artist

Viewed within the context of his own oeuvre, how-

who was constantly seeking to merge different traditions.10"

ever, the paintings produced by Chang in the last decade

Chang Yu returned to Paris in 1951 where he lived in

of his life achieved a new profundity, bringing his brand

poverty and continued his decline into near obscurity.""

of sketch conceptualism to a new height. He reworked the

Financially pressed, he eked out a living painting decora-

figural sketches of decades earlier, accentuating the

tive patterns for an oriental furniture store.102 Chang's re-

figures' contours with dark lines, while creating a variety

peated disappointments in life had tempered his erstwhile

of intriguing abstract forms. The body of a reclining fe-

innocence. During the last decade of his life, he resumed

male figure, for example, is turned into a monumental

painting with renewed intensity and a matured vision. 1 "'

sculptural landscape (fig. 25). By reducing the body to a

Ironically, it was during this final phase of his career, when

network of equally accentuated undulating black lines,

he could no longer afford to paint as a carefree activity, that

the painter seems to renounce any attempt at spatial re-

his art acquired a new power. He painted human figures,

cession. Yet the woman's foreshortened head, appearing

still lifes, and landscapes with small, isolated figures.

between her breasts and behind her horizontally splayed

No matter how intriguing Chang's newly tempered

left leg, creates an intriguing visual paradox. The illusion

sketch conceptualism was in its own right, it did not sit well

of spatial recession is at once resurrected through, and de-

in the context of post-World War II Western modernism.

stroyed by, Chang's pictorial economy, as the head,

Abstract expressionism was the rage, and Zhao Wuji (Zao

breasts, and legs appear both to recede and to press against

Wouki, b. 1921), who arrived in Paris from China in 1948,

the picture plane. The painting thus mimics the medium

quickly wanned to the new trend by capitalizing on his

of sculpture while exhibiting a powerful linerarity.
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More i l l u s t r a t i v e ot his neu sketch conceptualism arc

green, enlivened by a streak of red at the bottom, dominates

Chang Yu's minimalist compositions of lonely figures in

the composition. Wedged between this green expanse and

vast, abstract landscapes. Such schemes are already her-

an upper register of blue is a narrow triangle of bright yel-

alded by his works of the ig^os, except that in those earlier

low, setting off the black bird. The painting recalls a pro-

paintings the frolicking animals form a larger presence

totypical compositional scheme in traditional Chinese

against a backdrop of colored bands (fig. 23). His later

bird-and-flower painting, exemplified by Magpies and

compositions follow the same formula but drastically re-

Hare by the Song artist Cui Bai (active ea. 1060-85; %•

duce the size of the figures. Female nudes, cats, horses,

27).

and leopards appear in a miniseule si/c that seems delib-

years provide a possible subtext.

Chang's own bird-and-flowcr paintings of his later

erately disproportional to the vast expanse of the abstract

In another Cat and Bird, painted around 1953 (fig.

landscape (sec fig. 29). Kxistcntially, the paintings convey

28), a cat stands on its hind legs at the base of a potted plant

the profound sense of loneliness, alienation, and desola-

looking longingK up at the bird feeding its chicks in a nest

tion that gripped Chang Yu in his later years. Art histori-

on a high branch. The plant is bare except for a few leaves

cally, they appear to speak to the painful process of coming

sprouting from the top branches. The inscription on the

to grips with abstract expressionism, and an awareness of

pot reads: "Everything suits itself if viewed in stillness; the

the increasing irrelevance in a changed art world of the

felicity of the four seasons harmoni/es with the human

fignral art that defined his life's work. This realization may

world." This quote from the SongNeo-Confucian philoso-

have added to his feelings of inadequacy and his increas-

pher Cheng Hao (1032-1085) counsels against overreach-

ing estrangement.

ing, advocating a complete resignation to the natural

These minimalist landscapes often strike viewers as

scheme of things. It is therefore at odds with the picture,

enigmatic. The artist's occasional inscriptions and his vi-

which conveys a sense of unfulfilled desire and restless-

sual references to other compositions offer some clues

ness. Chang's painting of a leopard (fig. 29), an animal

about their expressive content. For instance, in 1945

known for its speed and agility, seems to embody the philo-

Chang reworked his 1930 Horses in Landscape by adding

sophical attitude expressed in that inscription. A leopard

a white horse (fig. 23). His inscription on the back of the

lies on its back, seemingly oblivious to the engulfing dark-

original version of the painting reveals it to be a pictorial

ness or the silvery white "sky" painted in rapidly brushed

sublimation of the poignant memory of a young woman

streaks that suggest dynamic movement. The leopard re-

he loved and then lost in the 19305. "H In another mystify-

calls the self-absorbed cat in the enigmatic Cat and Bird

ing composition, Cat and Bird of around 1955, a self-

of the same period (fig. 26). The ultimate expression of this

absorbed cat is diagonally counterbalanced by a black bird

philosophy is Nude, Sandbar, and Moon (see fig. 32). A

perched high on a barren tree (fig. 26). A vast swath of dark

nude female, depicted in yellow, lies on the darkened pink

25 Chang Yu (1901-1966). Female \iulc.
ca. 1960. 18 l/4 x 19 !/2 in. (46.5 x 49.5 cm).
National Museum of History, Taipei
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26 Cluing Yu (1901-1966), Cat and Bird,
ca. 1955. Oil on board, 48 '/s x 50 Vs in.
(123 x 12801111. National Museum of
History, Taipei
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27 Cni Bai (active ca. 1060-851,
mid I lure. 1061. I hinging scroll, ink and
color on silk. 76 !4 x 40 % in. (193.7 x
10^.4on). l'''l;ll-'c Museum,Taipei

28 Clung VM (1901-1966). Cat anil Hint.
ca. 1953. Oil on hoard, 60 5/8 x -50 V-t in.
(154 x -- cm I. Collection of I liuing
Qiuxiong
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29 Cluing Yu (1901-1966), leopard, ca.
1955. Oil on canvas, 25 Vs x 31 % in. (65 x
81 cm). Collection of Huang Maoxiong
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streaks of what appears to he a sandbar, ga/ing at a red disk

sensibility was rooted in his penchant for sketch concep-

which may represent the moon against the dark sky. The

tualism and reinforced through his early exposure to 19205

painting verges on total obliteration, one step before noth-

modernism. It is already evident in his works of the ig^os,

ingness. The engulfing darkness pushes the nude and the

though it served a different artistic purpose. The deepen-

fragmented land toward the bottom edge of the painting,

ing hardship of his personal circumstances and increased

where they are reduced to the barest minimum. This bleak

estrangement from the world imbue this formal impulse

situation is only slightly mitigated by the \\reathlike disk

toward minimalism with existential overtones. During his

ot red in the otherwise dark sky, which is at once reassur-

stay in New York, in 1947-51, Chang Yu was asked to

ing and insubstantial. In any ease, the dark space between

repair one of his paintings that had developed cracks. It

the woman and the elusive object of desire may be too vast

depicted a vase, flowers, and a number of little figures.

to negotiate.

Chang overpainted the figures in white until finally he

The impact of such paintings stems in part from

found it impossible to go on. He seems to have been con-

Chang's relentless urge to minimize. Such a minimalist

sumed by a changed notion of painting, an impulse not so
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30 Chang Yu (1901-19661. Leopard on a
Tree, ca. 19,5. Oil on canvas. 30 x 51 'A in.
(76.2 x 130.70111)
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much to create images as to minimize and ultimately dis-

1953, while sen-ing as director of the Central Academy of

pense with them.

Fine Arts, in Beijing.

Some of his surviving works testify to this inexorable
urge. In one painting of around 1955, a leopard gingerly
gropes its way along a branch of a bleached, bare tree set
against a dark green background (fig. 30). In another paint-

Xn Beihong and Chung Yn started out as peers in Paris, the

ing of leopards, large expanses of black above and yellow

former eagerly mastering skills in realism, the latter marry-

below divide the canvas into two sharply contrasting areas,

ing Chinese sketch conceptualism to Matisse-like mod-

suggesting heaven and earth (fig. 31). The two colors ap-

ernism. Complex circumstances in China — the ingrained

pear to be painted over a bare tree nearly identical to the

social practices in artists' circles, personal expressive needs,

one in figure -50, which is still discernible beneath the over-

nationalist sentiments inspired by the Sino-Japanese War —

painting. By obliterating the tree, Chang leaves the two

made Xn, the hardened realist, revert to ink sketch concep-

leopards homeless in the desolate vastness of the yellow

tualism. This reversal was both Xu's answer to the challenge

land. Two other closely related paintings from the same pe-

of Western modernism and his unacknowledged acquies-

riod — Nude, Sandbar, and Moon (fig. 32) and Night Scene

cence to and appropriation of modernism, at least in spirit.

(fig. 33) — testify to Chang's uncompromisingly austere vi-

While his programmatic valorization of realism congealed

sion and will to minimize. It is possible that the sweeping

into an orthodoxy — in spite of the paucity of works by him

darkness in the former may have covered over the patches

to support it — his sketch conceptualism, exemplified by his

of dark color that appear in the latter. Converse!}', the two

horse paintings, is the style for which he is best known.

abstract yellow patches in the latter painting may be the re-

Chang's venture in sketch conceptualism is a story of

sult ot a decision to eliminate any figures or land forma-

missed opportunities. He was in the right place, Paris, and

tions, leaving only flat patches of color. Either way, both

at the right time, the 19205 and the 19305. His sensitivity in

paintings are an outcome of a reductionist impulse. As

adapting traditional Chinese art to new possibilities and

Chang confided to a close friend in the last year of his life:

idioms could well have made him a great modernist when

"I first paint, then simplify i t , . . . [and] further simplify it

European modernism was drawing inspiration from Asian

His final work shows a tiny elephant running across a vast

art. Yet his lack of enterprise, his self-absorption and carefree

empty space. He pointed to the elephant and remarked to

hedonism —all traits associated with traditional Chinese

his friend with an inscrutable smile: "This is me."

literati — left him insensitive to the pulse and pressures of

In 1966, Chang Yu died in obscurity and loneliness in

the art market.

his Paris home. Xn Beihong, his one-time friend and stylis-

With his modernist sensibility seasoned by his Euro-

tic opponent, had passed away thirteen years earlier, in

pean experience, Chang could have become an important

31 Cliang Yu (1901-1966), Two Leopards,
ca. 1955. Oil on canvas, 50 5/8 x 65 % in.
(128.5 x 167 cm). National Museum of
History, Taipei
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32 Chang Yu (1901-1966), Nude, Sandbar, and \ltxm. ca. 1960. Oil on canvas,
72 % x 49 V% in. (185 x 1:6 cm)
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33 Chang 'l n (1901 -1966), \/»/i( Scene,
ea. 1960. Oil on panel, 48 '/s x 55 '/s in.
(123 x 140 em)

Eugene Y. Wang

artistic influence in China. He could have strengthened
his alliance with Xu Zhimo and Pang Xunqin, thereby
providing a more compelling modernist model and a
viable alternative to Xu Beihong, whose emphasis on
realism had a major impact on the direction of twentiethcentury Chinese art. By remaining in Paris, Chang was
nearly forgotten in the history of modern Chinese art.
Modernism is essentially linked with timing and location.
Chang's belated model of a new sketch conceptualism
had little impact on Western modernism, since it came
after a time when Asian modes of expression were being
assiduously appropriated. Nor was it available in China
when modernists there were looking for new models.
It is ironic that both Xu and Chang shared a passion
for painting horses. Xn invested his aggressively galloping
steeds with an art-historical challenge to a line of past masters, an invigorating nationalist rhetoric, and an ambition
to reform ink painting by infusing it with a new anatomical precision. Chang used equine images to register the
dizzying circuslike lifestyle of Paris and to play with the
varied formal possibilities of clay models and oil on canvas. The two artists so starkly dissimilar in the 19205 ended
up sharing at least one vision: that of a lonely horse in a
vast wilderness (figs. 34, 35). Both paintings are examples
of sketch conceptualism. This accidental conjunction belies the vast gap that exists between these two modernist
narratives as well as these two lives, which followed divergent sets of goals. Yet in spite of the artists' differences, their
images confirm the continuing vitality of sketch conceptualism as a tradition and pictorial genre that was once pronounced moribund.
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34 Xu Beihong (1895-195-5), My Horse
is Exhausted, 1939. Ink on paper, 43 !4 x
15 '/s in. (no x 39 cm)
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35 Chang Yu (1901-1966), Horse m
Wilderness, 1955-60. Oil on canvas

Eugene Y. Wang
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